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We give a Chern-Weil map for the Gel’fand-Fuks characteristic classes of singular Haefliger
foliations admitting a large class of singularities. Our characteristic map gives de Rham cohomol-
ogy representatives for these characteristic classes in terms of a singular Riemannian metric on the
manifold that is adapted to singularities. As an application, we give an explicit generalisation to
the singular setting of the classical construction of de Rham representatives for the Godbillon-Vey
invariant.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we initiate the study of characteristic classes for singular foliations via geometric methods,
giving a Chern-Weil construction of de Rham representatives of such classes in terms of Riemannian
metrics which vanish towards singularities. Our methods apply specifically to singular foliations arising
from Haefliger structures [19], which are the closest singular cousins of regular foliations, as their leaves
are still locally determined by complete families of first integrals. Our work opens the way for further
study of the topology of Haefliger’s classifying space with all the flexibility afforded by singularities (cf.
[35]), and opens up the potential advancement of the study of singular foliations via noncommutative
geometry and index theory, which has been making great strides in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4].
Let us briefly recall those aspects of the history of the characteristic classes of foliations that are
most relevant to our work. A regular foliation of codimension q on an n-manifold M is given by an
involutive subbundle TF ⊂ TM of rank n − q. By the Frobenius theorem, the data TF is equivalent
to a decomposition F of M as a union of non-intersecting, immersed submanifolds of dimension n− q.
Assuming the foliation is transversely orientable (i.e. that the normal bundle νF := TM/TF is an
orientable vector bundle), the subbundle TF can alternatively be regarded as the kernel of a nowhere
vanishing, decomposable q-form ω = ω1∧ . . . ∧ωq on M that is integrable, in the sense that there exists
a 1-form η for which dω = η ∧ ω.
The starting point for the tremendous advances made in understanding regular foliations via their
characteristic classes was the discovery of Godbillon and Vey in [17] that, for codimension 1 foliations,
the associated form η ∧ d η is closed, and its class in de Rham cohomology (now called the Godbillon-

























class was first shown by Roussarie (also in [17]), while in [35] Thurston gave a construction exhibiting
continuous variation of the Godbillon-Vey class along a family of foliations of the 3-sphere.
It was discovered by Bott [6] that the Godbillon-Vey class of codimension 1 foliations is the simplest
example of a large family of so-called secondary characteristic classes associated to regular foliations of
arbitrary codimension, transversely orientable or not. More precisely, Bott showed in [5] that the normal
bundle of any regular codimension q foliation admits connections that are flat along leaves (now called
Bott connections), and proved as an easy consequence that any Pontryagin polynomial of degree more
than 2q vanishes when evaluated on the curvature of any Bott connection. Bott deduced that certain
Chern-Simons [10] transgression forms of such polynomials in curvature therefore define de Rham
classes, and in particular, for a codimension 1 foliation, the Godbillon-Vey class arises as a transgression
of the square of the first Pontryagin form. These characteristic classes, being associated to the normal
bundle of the foliation, can be regarded as characteristic classes for the leaf space of the foliation.
Bott’s Chern-Weil account of the characteristic classes of foliations coincided with deep work by
Gel’fand and Fuks studying the (continuous) cohomology of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras of vec-
tor fields [13, 14, 15, 16]. Gel’fand and Fuks in particular computed the O(q)-basic cohomology
H∗(A(aq),O(q)) of the Lie algebra aq of∞-jets at zero of vector fields on Rq, which is now frequently
referred to simply as “Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology”. They discovered that, in addition to encoding the
usual Pontryagin classes of real vector bundles, this Lie algebra cohomology automatically encoded
Bott’s vanishing theorem and the consequent secondary characteristic classes. The relationship between
Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology and the characteristic classes of foliations was formalised by Bott and Hae-
fliger [8, 7], drawing on work of Kobayashi regarding higher order frame bundles [23].
One of the key properties of characteristic classes is that they must be functorial under pullbacks.
The starting point for the characteristic classes of singular foliations then is the observation that a regular
foliation of a manifold M does not necessarily pull back under a smooth map φ : N →M of manifolds
to a regular foliation on N . By the Frobenius theorem, a regular foliation of M is determined by an
open covering U := {Uα}α∈A together with submersive first integrals fα : Uα → Rq whose level
sets define the leaves of the foliation in Uα. Then the “pullback foliation” of N defined by the open
covering {φ−1(Uα)}α∈A and functions fα ◦ φ : φ−1(Uα) → Rq admits singularities wherever φ has
critical points. For the characteristic classes of foliations to be functorial then, they must make sense for
singular foliations of this nature.
Haefliger’s brilliant insight [19] was to categorify codimension q foliations, regular or not, by con-
sidering the transition functions between local first integrals as fundamental. Since Haefliger’s insight
is so essential to our work, we record his definition here in the smooth setting.
Definition 1.1. Let M be a smooth manifold. A smooth Haefliger cocycle of codimension q on M
consists of an open covering {Uα}α∈A of M together with smooth functions fα : Uα → Rq called
Haefliger charts, and for each x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ the transition function hxαβ , a local diffeomorphism of R
q
defined on a neighbourhood of fβ(x), such that for all indices α, β and x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ
1. the assignment x 7→ hxαβ is smooth, in the sense that the map (y,~s) 7→ h
y
αβ(~s) is smooth for (y,~s)
near (x, fβ(x)),
2. fα = hxαβ ◦ fβ on some open neighbourhood of x in Uα ∩ Uβ , and
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3. the transition functions satisfy the following cocycle condition: for all x ∈ Uα ∩Uβ ∩Uδ one has
hxαβ ◦ hxβδ = hxαδ wherever this makes sense.
Two Haefliger cocycles are said to be equivalent if there exists a third Haefliger cocycle refining them,
and a Haefliger structure is an equivalence class of Haefliger cocycles.
We will also take this opportunity to formally introduce our terminology regarding singular folia-
tions.
Definition 1.2. The singular locus Σ of a Haefliger cocycle of codimension q on a manifold M is the
closed set of all critical points of each fα. If the closure of M̃ := M −Σ is equal to M , we say that the
Haefliger cocycle determines a singular foliation of codimension q, whose regular subfoliation is the
regular foliation of M̃ determined by the restriction of the Haefliger cocycle to M̃ .
We note that the term “singular foliation” is frequently used in the literature to refer to Stefan-
Sussmann singular foliations [33, 34], namely those defined by locally finitely-generated, involutive
C∞c (M)-submodules of vector fields on a manifold M . The class of singular foliations given by Defi-
nition 1.2 is a strict subclass of Stefan-Sussmann singular foliations. Indeed, given a singular foliation
defined by a Haefliger cocycle, in the sense of Definition 1.2, the vector fields whose Lie derivatives
annihilate each Haefliger chart form an involutive submodule, which is locally finitely generated by
density of the regular subfoliation, and therefore define a Stefan-Sussmann foliation. On the other hand,
the Stefan-Sussmann singular foliation of R2 generated by the vector field x∂x + y∂y does not admit
any nontrivial first integrals about the origin, and therefore cannot be associated to a Haefliger structure.
Nonetheless, we find it worthwhile to focus attention on this class of singular foliations, which are char-
acterized by the existence of sufficiently many first integrals. Indeed, the existence of Haefliger charts is
at the heart of our constructions here.
Let Γq denote the smooth étale groupoid of germs of local diffeomorphisms of Rq, and let BΓq
denote the classifying space of Γq. Homotopy classes of (continuous) codimension q Haefliger structures
on a manifold M are in one-to-one correspondence with homotopy classes of continuous maps M →
BΓq [20]. In [21], Haefliger exhibits the existence of a universal characteristic map
H∗(A(aq),O(q))→ H∗(BΓq)
sending Gel’fand-Fuks classes to singular cohomology classes forBΓq. Thus for any (possibly singular)
foliation of codimension q on a manifold M , the associated classifying map M → BΓq pulls back the
universal Gel’fand-Fuks classes on BΓq to Gel’fand-Fuks classes for M , and these classes are then
trivially functorial for smooth maps of manifolds. We refer to this characteristic map as Haefliger’s
characteristic map.
While Haefliger’s characteristic map is perfect for establishing the existence and formal properties of
the Gel’fand-Fuks classes of a singular foliation, it is not immediately relatable to the intrinsic geometry
of the foliation in the manner of Bott’s Chern-Weil constructions. Our goal in this paper is to supply
this relationship in the form of an explicit Chern-Weil characteristic map of a singular foliation defined
in terms of a Riemannian metric on the regular subfoliation. For singular foliations whose singularities
are sufficiently small so that each connected component is contained in one and only one Haefliger chart
of some associated Haefliger cocycle, we show such Riemannian metrics to be in plentiful supply, and
obtain the sought-after Chern-Weil characteristic map.
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Section 2 consists of a review of the necessary prerequisites, on Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology and
on the Chern-Weil approach to characteristic classes for regular foliations. In Section 3 we give a de
Rham-theoretic account of the universal characteristic map and Haefliger’s characteristic map in terms
of explicit formulas. This is the most complete and explicit account of the universal characteristic map
that we are aware of, and is necessary to show that our Chern-Weil construction recovers the correct
characteristic classes.
Section 4 gives a new, de Rham-theoretic proof that the Chern-Weil approach to regular foliations
recovers the characteristic classes coming from Haefliger’s classifying space. Although the result, orig-
inally due to Bott [6], has been known for some decades, our presentation is novel in that it invokes a
fibre bundle, called the Haefliger bundle, which makes sense for both regular and singular foliations and
acts as an intermediary between the universal characteristic map and the Chern-Weil characteristic map
for regular foliations. We include full proofs of two key folklore results which we have not been able to
locate proofs of in the literature.
Section 5 consists of an extension of these ideas to singular foliations. We characterise those Rie-
mannian metrics on the regular subfoliation of a singular foliation which are adapted to the singularities
via the jets of their exponential maps. We then prove that for a certain class of singular foliations such
compatible metrics can be constructed using a Haefliger cocycle and partition of unity. We then prove
the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a singular foliation of codimension q. Each adapted Riemannian metric on the
regular subfoliation M̃ determines a characteristic map sending O(q)-basic Gel’fand-Fuks cocycles to
closed de Rham forms on M , whose descent to cohomology coincides with Haefliger’s characteristic
map and does not depend on the adapted metric chosen.
Section 5 is concluded with an application of this main theorem to the generalisation of the classical
Godbillon-Vey algorithm for regular foliations to the setting of singular foliations which admit adapted
metrics.
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2 Background
2.1 Notation
The natural numbers N will always be assumed to contain zero. All manifolds are assumed to be con-
nected, paracompact, Hausdorff and without boundary unless otherwise stated. Given a vector field X
on a manifold, exp(X) will denote its time 1 flow (assuming it is defined). For 0 ≤ q, k < ∞, let Gkq
denote the kth-order jet group of Rq, the Lie group of k-jets at zero of local diffeomorphisms of Rq
that fix zero. Let gkq denote the Lie algebra of G
k
q . As k ranges from 0 to∞, the natural maps between
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the Gkq form a projective system of Lie groups. The projective limit G
∞
q of this system is the infinite
order jet group of Rq, which inherits a natural smooth structure [31, Section 7.1] under which it is an
infinite-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g∞q equal to the projective limit of the projective system
of Lie algebras determined by the gkq .
Given a Lie group G with Lie algebra g, a G-differential graded algebra is a differential graded







exp(tξ) · a, ξ ∈ g, a ∈ A,
and a contraction operator ιξ : A• → A•−1 for each ξ ∈ g such that d and ι anticommute up to the Lie
derivative,
Lξ = d ◦ιξ + ιξ ◦ d .
Given any Lie subgroup K of G, with Lie algebra k, the K-basic subalgebra of A• is the differential
graded subalgebra
A•K := {a ∈ A• : k · a = a for all k ∈ K, ιξa = 0 for all ξ ∈ k}.
We denote the cohomology of A•K by H
∗(A,K).
2.2 Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology
For q ≥ 1, denote by aq the Lie algebra of∞-jets at zero of smooth vector fields on Rq, with Lie bracket
inherited from the Lie bracket of vector fields. This aq is the projective limit of the system {akq , πk}
of finite-dimensional manifolds of k-jets akq at zero of vector fields on Rq, with πk : akq → ak−1q the
canonical projection, and inherits the projective limit topology to become a topological Lie algebra [16].
For k ≥ 1, denote by Ak(aq) the space of continuous, alternating, multi-linear functionals Λk aq → R.
The usual Chevalley-Eilenberg formula defines a differential d : Ak(aq) → Ak+1(aq), given for c ∈
Ak(aq) and X0, . . . , Xk ∈ aq by
d c(X0, . . . , Xk) :=
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jc([Xi, Xj ], X0, . . . , X̂i, . . . , X̂j , . . . , Xk+1).
The cohomology H∗(A(aq)) of the resulting complex was computed by Gel’fand and Fuks in [16].







of the∞-jet of the flow t 7→ ϕt, ϕ0 = id of any vector field representing X (one need not worry about
completeness of flows here, because the flow is only required in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of 0).
As a consequence, there is a natural inclusion g∞q ↪→ aq of Lie algebras.
Now, A∗(aq) is a G∞q -differential graded algebra. Indeed, the inclusion g
∞
q ↪→ aq defines a con-
















g−1 ◦ ϕt ◦ g
)







j∞~0 (ϕt) ∈ aq,
induces an action of G∞q on A
∗(aq) compatible with the contraction operator. The O(q)-basic cohomol-
ogy H∗(A(aq),O(q)) of A∗(aq) is frequently referred to as simply the Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology. We
will review in the next subsection how the O(q)-basic cocycles define characteristic classes of codimen-
sion q foliations. For now, let us recall how the Gel’fand-Fuks cohomology H∗(A(aq),O(q)) may be
computed.
We recall the (basic) cohomology of aq via Dirac functionals as outlined by Bott [7]. For any multi-






, X ∈ aq
is an element of A1(aq), and by elementary distribution theory, the collection of all such functionals
generates A1(aq) linearly, hence generates A∗(aq) as an algebra. The following structure equations then
follow from a routine calculation:
d δi + δij ∧ δj = 0, d δij + δijk ∧ δk + δik ∧ δkj = 0,
with the Einstein summation convention assumed. Notice that the first of these equations resembles the
structure equation for torsion-free affine connections (with the δi playing the role of the components
of the solder form, and the δij the components of the connection form), while the second resembles the
equation defining the curvature ∆ij := −δijk ∧ δk = d δij + δik ∧ δkj of the connection in terms of the
components of the connection form. We will see in the next subsection that this is not a coincidence—
these structure equations are the universal structure equations for torsion-free affine connections on
manifolds.
Let R[c1, . . . , cq]q denote the quotient of the polynomial algebra in symbols ci of degree 2i by the
ideal of elements consisting of total degree greater than 2q, and let Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hl) denote the exterior
algebra generated by symbols hi of degree 2i− 1, with l the largest odd integer that is less than or equal
to q. Equip the graded-commutative algebra
WOq := R[c1, . . . , cq]q ⊗ Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hl)
with differential d defined by d ci = 0 for all i and dhj = cj for all j odd. Let us denote by
δ := (δij)
q





the matrices of 1- and 2-forms corresponding to the δij and ∆
i
j respectively, and by δ := δs + δo and
∆ := ∆s + ∆o their decompositions into symmetric and antisymmetric components respectively. Then
by the results of [18], WOq embeds as a differential graded subalgebra of A∗(aq)O(q) according to the
formulæ
ci := Tr(∆
∧i), 1 ≤ i ≤ q, (3)
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hj := j Tr
(∫ 1
0
δs(t∆s + ∆o + (t
2 − 1)δ∧2s )∧(j−1)dt
)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, j odd. (4)
In fact the ci are GL(q,R)-basic, and correspond to the Pontryagin classes of tangent bundles, as we
will see in the next subsection. One then has the following theorem, which computes the cohomology
of the infinite-dimensional algebra A∗(aq)O(q) in terms of the finite-dimensional subalgebra WOq.
Theorem 2.1. [8, Theorem 2] The inclusionWOq ↪→ A∗(aq)O(q) induces an isomorphismH∗(WOq) ∼=
H∗(A(aq),O(q)).
2.3 Frame bundles and tautological forms
Let (M,F) be a regular foliation of codimension q. For x ∈ M , a tranverse embedding through
x is an embedding u : Rq → M such that u(0) = x and for each ~s ∈ Rq one has Tu(~s)M =
du~s(T~sRq) ⊕ Tu(~s)F . Two k-jets jk~0 (u1) and j
k
~0
(u2) of transverse embeddings through x are said
to be leaf space equivalent if for some (hence any) Haefliger chart f : U → Rq defined around x one
has jk~0 (f ◦ u1) = j
k
~0




(the t being used to denote transverse).
Definition 2.2. Let (M,F) be a regular foliation of codimension q, and let 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞. The transverse
k-frame bundle of (M,F) is the principal Gkq -bundle Frk(M/F)→ M whose fibre over over x ∈ M
is the set of leaf space equivalence classes of k-jets at ~0 of transverse embeddings through x.
In particular, if q = dim(M), then F is a foliation of M by points, Haefliger charts are coordinate
charts, and this definition recovers that standard definition of the k-frame bundle Frk(M) of M . Con-
tinuing with this case, the diffeomorphism group Diff(M) acts from the left on Fr∞(M) by postcompo-
sition, and this action commutes with the principal right action of G∞q . Denote by Ω
∗(Fr∞(M))
Diff(M)
the G∞q -differential graded algebra of Diff(M)-invariant forms on Fr∞(M). Using Equation (1), the






















j∞~0 (ut) ∈ Tj∞~0 (u) Fr(M)
is easily checked to lie in Ω1(Fr∞(M))Diff(M) ⊗ aq. This form was first introduced by Kobayashi [23],
and it defines a canonical trivialisation T Fr∞(M) ∼= Fr(M)×aq of the tangent bundle of Fr∞(M). As
such, any c ∈ A∗(aq) naturally defines a form c(ω) ∈ Ω∗(Fr∞(M))Diff(M), and this assignment gives
rise to a canonical isomorphism
A∗(aq)
ω−→ Ω∗(Fr∞(M))Diff(M) (5)
of G∞q -differential graded algebras.
It is known [24, p. 131, Proposition] that for each finite k ≥ 1, the natural projection Gkq →
GL(q,R) is a principal fibre bundle, with typical fibre a contractible nilpotent Lie group whose Lie
exponential map is a global diffeomorphism. The same is therefore also true of the fibration G∞q →
GL(q,R). Therefore Fr∞(M)→ Fr1(M) has contractible fibres and always admits sections. In partic-





~s 7→ expgx(~s · ~ex)
)
~e ∈ Fr1(M) (6)
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defines a section σg of Fr∞(M)→ Fr1(M). The following is then well-known.
Proposition 2.3. [11, Lemma 18] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and let σg : Fr1(M) →
Fr∞(M) be the section given in Equation (6). Then (σg)∗δ(ω) ∈ Ω1(Fr1(M); gl(q,R)) is the Levi-
Civita connection form associated to g and (σg)∗∆(ω) ∈ Ω2(Fr1(M); gl(q,R)) is its curvature.
One deduces immediately from Proposition 2.3 that the forms (σg)∗ci(ω) ∈ Ω2i(Fr1(M))GL(q,R)
from Equation (7) are the Pontryagin forms of M defined with respect to the Riemann curvature tensor,
which displays the fundamental relationship between Chern-Weil theory and Gel’fand-Fuks cohomol-
ogy.
2.4 Review of Chern-Weil for regular foliations
In the early nineteen-seventies, R. Bott showed that characteristic classes for a regular foliation (M,F)
of codimension q could be obtained in the following manner [6]. Let the normal bundle νF := TM/TF
of F be regarded as a subbundle of TM that is complementary to TF . (For instance, the orthogonal
complement of TF with respect to some Riemannian metric on M .) Bott showed [5] there exist con-
nections∇ on νF that satisfy the equation
∇X(Y ) = [XF , Y ]ν +∇Xν (Y )ν , X ∈ X(M), Y ∈ Γ(νF) ⊂ X(M),
where for a vector fieldZ onM one denotes byZ = ZF+Zν its decomposition into leafwise and normal
components respectively. Such connections, now called Bott connections, are flat along leaves, in the
sense that their curvature formsR∇ vanish whenever evaluated on a pair of vector fields both everywhere
tangent to leaves. As a consequence, one has Bott’s vanishing theorem: for any Bott connection ∇ on
νF , the associated Chern-Weil characteristic map R[c1, . . . , cq] → Ω∗(M) encoding the Pontryagin
classes of νF , defined on generators by
ci 7→ Tr(R∧i∇ ),
vanishes on all monomials in the ci of degree greater than 2q. Bott’s vanishing theorem has the following
consequence.
Theorem 2.4 (Bott-Chern-Weil characteristic map). [6, p. 67-69] Let (M,F) be a regular foliation of
codimension q, let∇1 be a Bott connection on νF and let∇0 be a connection on νF that is compatible
with some Euclidean metric on νF . Denote by ∇ the connection on the vector bundle νF ×[0, 1] →
M × [0, 1] defined by ∇̃|M×{t} := t∇1 + (1 − t)∇0 =: ∇̃t. Then the map λ∇1,∇0 : WOq → Ω∗(M)
















dt ∈ Ω2i−1(M) (8)
is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras whose descent to cohomology does not depend on
the Bott connection or metric connection chosen.
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Guegorlet showed that one can obtain explicit representatives of all characteristic classes using only
a single Bott connection and a Euclidean structure on the normal bundle. The following theorem sum-
marises his findings.
Theorem 2.5 (Guegorlet characteristic map). [18] Let (M,F) be a regular foliation of codimension q,
and assume νF to be equipped with a Euclidean structure ε. Let FrO(νF) denote the orthonormal frame
bundle of νF with respect to ε. Let ω ∈ Ω1(FrO(νF); gl(q,R)) be the connection form of some Bott
connection∇ on νF , with curavture Ω, and let ω = ωs+ωo and Ω := Ωs+Ωo be their decompositions
into symmetric and antisymmetric components respectively. Then the forms
λ∇,ε(ci) := Tr(Ω





ωs(tΩs + Ωo + (t
2 − 1)ω∧2s )∧(i−1)dt
)
, i ≤ q, i odd (10)
on FrO(νF) are O(q)-basic, so descend to forms on M ∼= FrO(νF)/O(q). The resulting map λ∇,ε :
WOq → Ω∗(M) is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras whose descent to cohomology is
independent of the Bott connection∇ and the Euclidean structure ε chosen.
Guegorlet’s characteristic map may be seen to coincide with the Bott-Chern-Weil map provided
one makes the following careful choices. As we will see in the next section, these choices prove to
be geometrically natural in that they are necessary to relate the Chern-Weil approach to characteristic
classes with the Gel’fand-Fuks approach.
Proposition/Definition 2.6. [18, Remarque (c)] Let (M,F) be a regular foliation of codimension q.
Suppose that M is equipped with a Riemannian metric g, and regard νF as the g-orthogonal com-
plement of TF in M , with inherent Euclidean structure also denoted g. Given a vector field Z, let
Z = ZF + Zν be its decomposition into leafwise and normal components. The Bott-Levi-Civita con-
nection associated to (M,F , g) is the Bott connection∇ on νF defined by
∇X(Y ) := [XF , Y ]ν +∇LCXν (Y )ν , X ∈ X(M), Y ∈ Γ(νF) ⊂ X(M), (11)
where ∇LC is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Letting ∇0 be the metric-compatible connection on νF
associated to the connection form ωo ∈ Ω1(FrO(νF); o(q)), the homomorphism λg := λ∇,g of Theorem
2.5 is equal to the Bott-Chern-Weil homomorphism λ∇,∇0 of Theorem 2.4.
3 Classifying spaces and universal characteristic map
The purpose of this section is to describe a de Rham-theoretic universal characteristic map using tech-
niques of Mostow [30] and Dupont [12]. This will enable us to identify our Chern-Weil classes with
those arising as the pullbacks of universal characteristic classes on Haefliger’s classifying space. To the




We begin by recalling the definitions of the primary objects of interest. The range (or target) and source
maps of a groupoid will always be denoted r and s respectively.
Example 3.1 (Haefliger groupoid). The Haefliger groupoid Γq of Rq is the groupoid of germs of local
diffeomorphisms of Rq. For γ ∈ Γq with source s ∈ Rq, representative local diffeomorphism g :
dom(g)→ Rq and any open neighbourhood U of s contained in dom(g), define the set
N (γ, g, U) := {germs′(g) : s′ ∈ U},
which contains γ. The sets N (γ, g, U) for all (γ, g, U) determine the basis for a topology on Γq. This
topology is étale, in the sense that the unit subspace Rq inherits its usual topology, and the source
and target maps are local homeomorphisms. The manifold structure of Rq therefore induces a (non-
Hausdorff) manifold structure on Γq under which it is an étale Lie groupoid.
Example 3.2 (Čech groupoid). Let M be a manifold and U = {Uα}α∈A an open cover of M . The Čech





and whose unit space in particular is the sum of the degenerate intersections Uα ∩ Uα. We denote
elements by (x, α, β), where x ∈ Uα∩Uβ , so that the target and source maps are defined by (x, α, β) 7→
(x, α, α) and (x, α, β) 7→ (x, β, β) respectively. Composition is given by
(x, α, β) · (x, β, δ) := (x, α, δ).
All sums inherit canonical manifold structures under which Ǔ is an étale Lie groupoid.
Definition 1.1 can now be reformulated as follows (cf. [21, p. 45]).
Definition 3.3. On manifold M , a smooth, codimension q Haefliger cocycle over an open cover U is a
morphism h : Ǔ → Γq of Lie groupoids. A Haefliger cocycle is said to be regular if it induces a regular
foliation of M . Two smooth Haefliger cocycles over open covers U and V are said to be equivalent if
they are the restrictions to U and V respectively of a smooth Haefliger cocycle defined over U ∪V . An
equivalence class of smooth Haefliger cocycles is called a smooth Haefliger structure, and two smooth
Haefliger structures are homotopic if there exists a smooth Haefliger structure on X × [0, 1] inducing
the given structures on X = X × {0} and X = X × {1} respectively.
To show how Definition 3.3 can be used to construct characteristic classes for singular foliations
from a universal characteristic map, we must recall some semi-simplicial theory. Recall that a semi-
simplicial object in a category C is a sequenceX• = {X(n)}n∈N of objects in C together with morphisms
∂i : X
(n+1) → X(n) defined for i = 0, . . . , n+ 1, called face maps, satisfying the relations
∂i ◦ ∂j = ∂j−1 ◦ ∂i, for i < j.
A morphism of semi-simplicial objectsX• and Y • in C consists of a family φ• = {φ(n) : X(n) → Y (n)}
of morphisms that commute with the face maps. Moreover if C is a Cartesian category, and X• and Y •
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are two semi-simplicial objects in C, then their product X• × Y • is also a semi-simplicial object in C,
with face maps ∂X×Yi := ∂
X
i × ∂Yi . We will be particularly concerned with the category of manifolds
and smooth maps.
Example 3.4. Any Lie groupoid Γ has a natural associated semi-simplicial space manifold Γ•, its nerve,
for which Γ(n) is the subspace of composable n-tuples in (Γ(1))n and the face maps ∂i : Γ(n+1) → Γ(n)
are defined by the formulæ
∂i(γ1, . . . , γn+1) :=

(γ2, . . . , γn+1) if i = 0,
(γ1, . . . , γiγi+1, . . . , γn) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(γ1, . . . , γn) if i = n+ 1
for n ≥ 1, with ∂0, ∂1 : Γ(1) → Γ(0) given by the source and range respectively. Any morphism of
groupoids induces an obvious morphism of their nerves. In particular, the map h : Ǔ → Γq defining a
smooth Haefliger cocycle determines, by a mild abuse of notation, maps h : Ǔ• → Γ•q of semi-simplicial
manifolds.
Example 3.5. Consider the natural numbers N (including 0), equipped with their zero-dimensional
manifold structure. We define a semi-simplicial manifold N• by setting N(k) to be the set of all strictly
increasing k + 1-tuples 0 ≤ α0 < · · · < αk of natural numbers. The face maps ∂j : N(k) → N(k−1) are
given by ommission: (α0, . . . , αk) 7→ (α0, . . . , α̂j , . . . , αk).
There is a general construction of a topological space called the fat realisation associated to any
semi-simplicial manifold X•. For each n ∈ N, let ∆n denote the standard n-simplex, and denote by







by the relation (di(~t), x) ∼ (~t, ∂i(x)) for (~t, x) ∈ ∆n ×X(n+1), n ≥ 0 and i = 0, . . . , n + 1. The fat
realisation may be equipped with the quotient topology, however the most important example for us will
instead be equipped with a stronger topology as we now describe following Mostow [30].
Let Γ be a Lie groupoid, and consider the fat realisation ‖N•×Γ(•)‖ as a set. Letting (t0, . . . , tn) de-
note the barycentric coordinates on ∆n, observe that forα ∈ N there are natural maps uα : ‖N•×Γ(•)‖ →
[0, 1] defined by
uα([t0, . . . , tn;α0, . . . , αn; γ1, . . . , γn]) :=
tj if α = αj0 otherwise.
Set Uα := u−1α (0, 1], and given a composable tuple (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ Γ(n) inductively define g0 := r(γ1)
and gi := gi−1γi. There are then maps γαiαj : Uαi ∩ Uαj → Γ defined by
γαiαj ([t0, . . . , tn;α0, . . . , αn; γ1, . . . , γn]) := g
−1
i gj .
Definition 3.6. Given a Lie groupoid Γ, the classifying space BΓ of Γ is the set ‖N•×Γ(•)‖ equipped
with the coarsest topology making all of the maps uα and γαβ continuous. With respect to this topology,
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U := {Uα}α∈N is an open cover called the canonical open cover, and γ : Ǔ → Γ is a continuous
Haefliger cocycle called the canonical cocycle.
Note that Definition 3.6 is a special case of a more general construction which assigns to any semi-
simplicial space X• its unwound geometric realisation µ(X•) (cf. [32, 36, 30]).
In [20], Haefliger gives a classifying space for topological groupoids Γ using Milnor’s infinite join
construction. Haefliger’s construction can easily be identified with that of Definition 3.6 [30, p. 278].
Haefliger’s [20, Theorem 7] then says that homotopy classes of numerable Γ-structures on a topological
space X are in 1-1 correspondence with homotopy classes of continuous maps X → BΓ.
3.2 Characteristic map
We will describe the universal characteristic map in the smooth setting. It is convenient for our purposes
to employ observations of Dupont [12] and Mostow [30] concerning methods for defining differential
forms on fat realisations and classifying spaces.
According to Mostow [30], a differentiable space is a topological space X equipped with a subsheaf
C∞ of the sheaf of continuous functions to R, such that for any open set U ⊂ X , any g1, . . . , gn ∈
C∞(U) and any smooth function f : Rn → R, the composite f(g1, . . . , gn) is again in C∞(U). Ele-
ments of C∞(X) are then called smooth functions, and a continuous map f : X → Y of differentiable
spaces is said to be smooth if it pulls back C∞(Y ) to C∞(X). Moreover, any open cover U = {Uα}α∈A
of a topological space X and choice of continuous functions fα : Uα →Mα into manifolds Mα gener-
ates such a sheaf. Any smooth manifold with its structure sheaf C∞ is a differentiable space.
If Γ is a Lie groupoid, then BΓ has a differentiable space structure, generated by the functions uα
and γαβ over the canonical open cover (cf. Definition 3.6). As noted by Mostow [30, Example 7],
BΓ with this differentiable space structure is related to smooth Γ-cocycles U → Γ for any open cover
U = {Uα}α∈N of a manifoldM . Indeed, given a smooth partition of unity subordinate to U , a Γ-cocycle
on U defines a smooth map f : M → BΓ. On the other hand, any smooth map f : M → BΓ pulls
back the canonical Γ-cocycle γ : Ǔ → Γ over the canonical open cover U of BΓ to a Γ-cocycle
f∗γ : f−1Ǔ → Γ on the open cover f−1 U over M .
The smooth k-forms on a differentiable space X are locally finite formal sums of symbols f0df1 ∧
· · · ∧ dfk for f0, . . . , fk ∈ C∞(X), and they assemble into a graded-commutative algebra Ω∗(X)
equipped with a de Rham differential d which is contravariantly functorial under smooth maps. In
the case of a manifold, forms in this sense coincide with forms in the usual sense. The de Rham co-
homology of forms on a differentiable space is a smooth homotopy invariant. Thus, to obtain a char-
acteristic map for a smooth Haefliger cocyle M → BΓq, it suffices to construct a characteristic map
H∗(A(aq),O(q))→ H∗(Ω∗(BΓq)). This will be achieved using Dupont’s simplicial forms, as we now
describe.
Following Dupont [12], a simplicial k-form on a semi-simplicial manifoldX• is a family of k-forms
ω• = {ω(n)}n∈N ∈
∏
n∈N Ω
k(∆n ×X(n)) that satisfies
(di × id)∗ω(n) = (id×∂i)∗ω(n−1)
on ∆n−1 × X(n) for each n ≥ 1. The exterior derivative and wedge product make the space of
simplicial k-forms into a differential graded algebra which we denote Ω∗∆(‖X•‖). Note that for X•
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a semi-simplicial manifold, there is a double complex {Ωk(X(l))}k,l∈N, with vertical differential d :
Ωk(X(l)) → Ωk+1(X(l)) given by the exterior derivative, and horizontal differential δ : Ωk(X(l)) →
Ωk(X(l+1)) given by the alternating sum of the pullbacks associated to the face maps. From [12],






In particular when X• = Ǔ• is the nerve of the Čech groupoid associated to an open cover U of a
differentiable space, the double complex Ω∗(X•) is simply the Čech-de Rham complex. The Čech-de
Rham complex associated to the canonical cover U of BΓq plays an intermediary role between the
cohomology of Ω∗∆(‖Γq‖) and that of Ω∗(BΓq), and facilitates the universal characteristic map as we
now describe.




















Here p denotes the canonical map which restricts de Rham forms to forms in the Čech-de Rham complex.
Both the top and bottom p induce isomorphisms in cohomology, since U admits smooth partitions of





it suffices to give an appropriate homomorphism A∗(aq)O(q) → Ω∗∆(‖Γ•q‖) of differential graded alge-
bras.
Let us now construct the requisite morphism. Recall that the tautological 1-form ω on Fr∞(Rq)
induces a homomorphism A∗(aq)O(q)
ω−→ Ω∗(Fr∞(Rq)/O(q))Diff(R
q). By Diff(Rq)-invariance of ω,
a characteristic map A∗(aq)O(q) → Ω∗∆(‖Γ•q‖) may then be constructed by giving a family of maps
σk : ∆k × Γ
(k)
q → Fr∞(Rq) that are compatible with the simplicial structure, in the sense that
σk ◦ (di× id)(t0, . . . , tk−1; γ1, . . . , γk) =
σk−1 ◦ (id×∂i)(t0, . . . , tk−1; γ1, . . . , γk) for i > 0,γ1 · σk−1 ◦ (id×∂i)(t0, . . . , tk−1; γ1, . . . , γk) for i = 0
(13)
for all (t0, . . . , tk−1; γ1, . . . , γk) ∈ ∆k−1 × Γ
(k)
q , where di are the face maps for the standard simplices
and ∂i the face maps for Γ•q . To construct such maps we require the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. There is a GL(q,R)-equivariant exponential map TO(q)(G∞q /O(q))→ G∞q /O(q). Con-
sequently, if Y → X is any principal G∞q -bundle over a manifold X , there is a canonical fibrewise
exponential map exp : V (Y/O(q)) → Y/O(q) defining a diffeomorphism σ∗V (Y/O(q)) → Y/O(q)
for any section σ of Y/O(q)→ X .
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Proof. Recall that G1q is GL(q,R). In G∞q , consider the normal subgroup N = ker(G∞q → G1q).
By [24, Proposition 13.4], the exponential map expN : n → N is a global diffeomorphism. Letting
G∞q 3 g 7→ g ∈ G1q be the projection, we consider the isomorphism
G∞q 3 g 7→ (g, gg−1) ∈ G1q nN (14)
identifying G∞q as a semidirect product. Then O(q) ∼= O(q)n id acts on the right simply by right multi-
plication in the first factor, so that Equation (14) induces a diffeomorphismG∞q /O(q) ∼= G1q/O(q)×N ,
which is equivariant for the action of G1q on the left. The canonical bi-O(q)-invariant, left-G
1
q-invariant
Riemannian structure on G1q descends to a Riemannian structure on the homogeneous space G
1
q/O(q),
under which it is a globally symmetric Riemmannian space of noncompact type for which the Rie-
mannian exponential map defines a global diffeomorphism expR : TO(q)(G
1
q/O(q)) → G1q/O(q) [22,
Chapter VI, Theorem 1.1]. We thus have a global diffeomorphism
exp := expR× expN : TO(q)(G1q/O(q))× n→ (G1q/O(q))×N.
Since G1q acts by isometries on G
1
q/O(q) we have expR(g∗v) = g · expR(v) for all g ∈ G1q and
v ∈ TO(q)(G1q/O(q)), while naturality of the exponential map gives expN (Adg(ξ)) = g ·expN (ξ) ·g−1
for all g ∈ G1q and ξ ∈ n. It follows that exp(g∗(v, ξ)) = g · (exp(v, ξ)) for all g ∈ G and (v, ξ) ∈
TO(q)(G
1
q/O(q))× n, giving equivariance.
The second claim now follows from the associated bundle construction. The exponential diffeomor-
phism TO(q)(G∞q /O(q))→ G∞q /O(q) gives rise to a fibrewise exponential map exp : V (Y/O(q)) ∼=
Y ×G∞q T (G
∞
q /O(q))→ Y ×G∞q (G
∞
q /O(q))
∼= Y/O(q) defined by
[y, [g, v]] = [y · g, [id, g−1∗ v]] 7→ [y · g, exp(g−1∗ v)]
for [y, [g, v]] ∈ Y ×G∞q T (G
∞
q /O(q)). This map is well-defined by the equivariance of the exponential
TO(q)(G
∞
q /O(q))→ G∞q /O(q). The result follows.
We may now construct the sought-after maps σk : ∆k ×Γ
(k)
q → Fr∞(Rq)/O(q). To this end, using
the fact that the fibre of Fr∞(Rq)/O(q) is contractible, fix a section σ of Fr∞(Rq)/O(q), such as the
tautological section ~x 7→ [j∞~0 (ι~x)] with ι~x the frame ~s 7→ ~x+~s. Taking σ0 := σ, we now construct σk for
k > 0. Consider the diffeomorphism exp : σ∗V (Fr∞(Rq)/O(q)) → Fr∞(Rq)/O(q) of fibre bundles
given by Lemma 3.7. For t ∈ [0, 1] and ~x ∈ Rq, define gt,~x : Fr∞(Rq)/O(q)~x → Fr∞(Rq)/O(q)~x by
the formula
gt,~x(b) := expσ(~x)(t exp
−1
σ(~x)(b)), b ∈ Fr∞(R
q)/O(q)~x.
Now for each k > 0, letting (t0, . . . , tk) denote the barycentric coordinates on the standard simplex ∆k,
write si := ti + · · ·+ tk for i = 1, . . . , k, and define σk : ∆k × Γ
(k)
q → Fr∞(Rq)/O(q) by the formula
σk(t0, . . . , tk; γ1, . . . , γk) := gs1,r(γ1)
(













As in [12, p. 241], σk may be assumed to be smooth, and a routine calculation shows that they satisfy
the identities of Equation (13). As a consequence any Diff(Rq)-invariant form η on Fr∞(Rq)/O(q)
may be pulled back to a simplicial form (σ∗∆η)
• = {σ∗nη}n∈N.
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Letting p denote the canonical map from de Rham forms to Čech-de Rham forms, and γ : U → Γq the














The universal characteristic map is the map u : H∗(A(aq),O(q)) → H∗(Ω(BΓq)) obtained going
along the top of Diagram (16), while the Haefliger characteristic map is the map H∗(A(aq),O(q)) →
H∗(Ω(M)) obtained going along the bottom.
It is clear from Diagram (16) that the Haefliger characteristic map is functorial for smooth maps
M → N of manifolds. Note that since it factors through the Čech-de Rham bicomplex, the Haefliger
characteristic map coincides with that outlined by Haefliger in [21, p. 53], hence its name. The advantage
of having constructed Diagram (16) so explicitly is that it may be used to give a new, de Rham-theoretic
proof of the fact that the Chern-Weil approach to characteristic classes of regular foliations recovers
those coming from BΓq (cf. [6, p. 70]), as we will show in the next section. The ideas used in this
proof will then apply to show that our Chern-Weil homomorphism for singular foliations also recovers
the characteristic classes coming from BΓq.
4 The Haefliger bundle and Chern-Weil for regular foliations
There is a computationally simpler method for constructing characteristic forms for Haefliger structures,
using sections of a canonical fibre bunde that can be constructed from any Haefliger cocycle. To the best
of our knowledge, this approach has not yet appeared in the literature (although it does not require any
new techniques).
Let us for the entirety of this section denote by h : M → BΓq a smooth map from a manifold M ,
and abusing notation let us denote by h : Ǔ → Γq the corresponding Haefliger cocycle (pulled back
from the canonical Haefliger cocycle on BΓq). We shall denote U = {Uα}α∈N, with Haefliger charts
fα : Uα → Rq and transition functions hαβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → Γq.
Definition 4.1. The Haefliger bundle Fr∞(h) → M is the the G∞q -principal bundle with total space
given by the quotient of the disjoint union ⊔
α
f∗α Fr∞(Rq)
by the equivalence relation that identifies (x, j∞~0 (ϕ), α) with (y, j
∞
~0
(ψ), β) if and only if x = y and
j∞~0 (ϕ) = j
∞
~0
(hxαβ ◦ ψ), and with projection map given by [x, j∞~0 (ϕ), α]∼ 7→ x.
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Note that since homotopic principal bundles on a manifold are isomorphic, the Haefliger bundle of
a Haefliger cocycle depends only on the homotopy class of the Haefliger structure represented by the
cocycle.
We will see in the next subsection that if h is a regular Haefliger cocycle, then the Haefliger bundle
is canonically isomorphic as a principal G∞q -bundle to the transverse∞-frame bundle of the underlying
foliation. What makes the Haefliger bundle so useful more generally is that it continues to make sense as
a global, principal G∞q -bundle even in the singular setting, whereas the transverse frame bundles do not.
In this way one is able to make sense of global Chern-Weil theory even for the leaf spaces of singular
foliations.
The canonical right action of the orthogonal group on each fiber of Fr∞(Rq) commutes with the
pullback maps, so the quotient of Fr∞(h) by this action is identified with the bundle constructed by in-
stead gluing the pullbacks f∗α Fr∞(Rq)/O(q) using the analogous equivalence relation. The tautological
form on Fr∞(Rq), by virtue of its Diff(Rq)-invariance, glues to give a tautological form ω̃ on Fr∞(h),
and one thereby has a characteristic map ω̃ : A∗(aq)O(q) → Ω∗(Fr∞(h)/O(q)). In order to obtain
a characteristic map from A∗(aq)O(q) to Ω∗(M), it suffices then to define a section of Fr∞(h)/O(q).
Since the fibres of Fr∞(h)/O(q) are contractible, sections are in plentiful supply. The next result says
that the characteristic map obtained via such a section agrees with Haefliger’s characteristic map.




agrees in cohomology with the characteristic map of Definition 3.8.
Proof. Let U• denote the nerve of the Cech groupoid associated to the cover U , and assume without loss
of generality that U is a good cover, so that the Bott-Tu collation map [9, Proposition 9.5] may be used
to map Čech-de Rham cocycles to de Rham forms. The Haefliger cocycle determines a smooth map
h : Ǔ• → Γ•q of simplicial manifolds, and the maps σk : ∆k×Γ
(k)
q → Fr∞(Rq)/O(q) of Equation (15)
determine σ0k : ∆
k × U (k) → Fr∞(h)/O(q) defined by
σ0k(t0, . . . , tk;x;α0, . . . , αk) := [x, σk(t0, . . . , tk;h
x















for all ϕ ∈ A∗(aq)O(q). Thus it suffices to show that if η = ϕ(ω̃) ∈ Ω∗(Fr∞(h)/O(q)) arises from some




∗η using the Bott-Tu
collation map differs from σ̃∗η by an exact form.
The section σ̃ : M → Fr∞(h)/O(q) defines maps σ1k : ∆k × U
(k) → Fr∞(h)/O(q) given simply
by
σ1k(t0, . . . , tk;x;α0, . . . , αk) := σ̃(x)
for all k ≥ 0. Using the notation ~t := (t0, . . . , tk) for coordinates in the simplex and ~α := (α0, . . . , αk)
for a k+1-tuple of chart indices, one now defines a homotopy σk : ∆k× [0, 1]×U (k) → Fr∞(h)/O(q)
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between σ0k and σ
1
k by the formula








which may again be assumed smooth by the argument of [12, p. 241]. Now letting di : ∆k−1 → ∆k
and ∂i : U (k) → U (k−1) be the ith face maps for the standard simplices and the semi-simplicial set
U• respectively, the properties of the σk (Equation (13)) together with the equivalence relation defining
Fr∞(h) imply that
σk ◦ (di × id[0,1]× idU(k)) = σk−1 ◦ (id∆k−1 × id[0,1]×∂i) (17)




σ∗kη ∈ Ω([0, 1]× U (k))
for the associated forms defined by integration over the fibre. Note that the restriction η(k)0 of η
(k) to




∗η, while its restriction η(k)1 to {1} × U (k) is either zero if k ≥ 1 or σ̃∗η if



























for all k ≥ 1. Since η is closed,
d∆k σ
∗
kη = (−1)k+1 d[0,1]×U(k) σ
∗
kη,
where d∆k and d[0,1]×U(k) denote the exterior derivative with respect to the ∆k and [0, 1]×U
(k) variables












































(k−1)dt = −η(k) + (−1)k+1∂(τη(k−1)),
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giving
(−1)k d(τη(k)) + ∂(τη(k−1)) = −η(k)
for all k ≥ 1, with d(τη(0)) = σ̃∗η − η(0). Therefore, letting κ denote the collation map associated to











σ̃∗η − η(0) +
∑
k=1







Clearly it is computationally much easier to use a section of Fr∞(h)/O(q) to construct characteristic
forms onM than it is to use the simplicial methods of Definition 3.8. The challenge is to give a geometric
algorithm for the construction of such sections. In the regular case, this is the role played by Chern-Weil
theory.
4.1 The Haefliger bundle applied to regular foliations
Let us now assume that h : M → BΓq defines a regular foliation. We shall continue our abuse of
notation in denoting the corresponding Haefliger cocycle h : Ǔ → Γq, where now the Haefliger charts
fα : Uα → Rq are all submersions. In this case, sections of Fr∞(h)/O(q) → M are in one-to-one
correspondence with sections of Fr∞(M/F)/O(q)→M , as can be seen from the following result.




(u)) := [(x, j∞~0 (fα ◦ u), α)]∼
glue to give an isomorphism i : Fr∞(M/F) ∼= Fr∞(h) of principal G∞q -bundles.
Proof. Since each fα is a submersion and each u a frame, the composition fα ◦ u is indeed a local
diffeomorphism of Rq. The maps iα are manifestly equivariant for the respective right actions of G∞q ,
and on an overlap Uα ∩ Uβ , one has
(x, j∞~0 (fα ◦ u), α) = (x, j
∞
~0
(hxαβ ◦ fβ ◦ u), α) ∼ (x, j∞~0 (fβ ◦ u), β)
for each (x, j∞~0,t(u)) ∈ Fr∞(M/F)|Uα∩Uβ , so that iα(x, j
∞
~0,t




For regular foliations, the normal bundle νF to F is an associated bundle to Fr∞(M/F). Anal-
ogously the Haefliger normal bundle is the associated bundle Fr∞(h) ×G∞q R
q, which is defined even
for singular foliations. In the regular case, the isomorphism i induces an isomorphism i∗ of the normal
bundle with the Haefliger normal bundle.
The question then remains as to how one constructs sections of Fr∞(M/F)/O(q) in the regular
case. Let g be a Riemannian metric on M , and let νF be identified as the orthogonal complement
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subbundle to TF in TM . On Uα, since dfα defines an isomorphism νFx → Rq for all x ∈ Uα, there is









for all x ∈ Uα and all v, w ∈ νFx (here · denotes the usual dot product on Rq). Let ~eα be the unique
orthonormal 1-frame field for νF over Uα defined by the formula
Sαdfα(~e
α) ≡ idGL(q,R), (19)
where idGL(q,R) is the q× q identity matrix. Write uxα for the map ~s 7→ exp
g
x(~s ·~eα(x)) defined on some





defines a section σgα : Uα → Fr∞(M/F)|Uα of the∞-frame bundle over Uα. On an overlap Uα ∩ Uβ ,
the orthonormal 1-frames ~eα and ~eβ differ by an O(q)-valued function on Uα ∩ Uβ , from which it
follows that the σgα assemble into a global section σg : M → Fr∞(M/F)/O(q), hence defining a
global section i ◦ σg : M → Fr∞(h)/O(q) of Fr∞(h)/O(q). Theorem 4.2 now implies the following.





whose descent λ∞g : H








Remark 4.5. Pulling back the tautological form ω on Fr∞(h) to Fr∞(M/F) using the identification i :
Fr∞(M/F)→ Fr∞(h), one ordinarily thinks of Gel’fand-Fuks cocycles mapping directly to forms on
Fr∞(M/F)/O(q) before being pulled back by σg to M . While for regular foliations this identification
presents no problems, we will see later that the distinction between Fr∞(M/F) and Fr∞(h) is essential
for the Chern-Weil theory of singular foliations, since in the singular case the critical points of the local
first integrals defining the foliation prevent the identification of Proposition 4.3 outside of the regular
subfoliation.
Let us now describe how Corollary 4.4 relates to the Bott-Guegorlet-Chern-Weil approach. Let g be
a Riemannian metric onM . We can define a connection on the Haefliger normal bundle Fr∞(h)×G∞q R
q
as follows. On each open set Uα, consider the pullback ωα := (i ◦ σgα)∗ω ∈ Ω1(Uα; aq) and its matrix-
valued projection δ(ωα) ∈ Ω1(Uα; gl(q,R)) (cf. Equation (2)). For y ∈ Uα, write ϕyα := fα ◦uyα. Given
the frame ~eα := dfα(~eα) of the Haefliger normal bundle, and a vector ~v = γ̇(0) for some smooth curve
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is the local connection form of some covariant derivative ∇̃ on the Haefliger normal bundle, whose ith
column is the vector ∇̃γ̇(0)eαi expressed in terms of the frame ~eα. Since δ(ωα) arises from the global
tautological form on Fr∞(h), ∇̃ is defined globally. The following result is folklore, and we have not
been able to find a proof in the literature.
Proposition 4.6. Let i∗ be the map identifying the normal bundle νF of (M,F) with the Haefliger
normal bundle induced by the identification i : Fr∞(M/F) → Fr∞(h) of Proposition 4.3. Then the
connection∇ on νF defined by




, X ∈ X(M), Y ∈ Γ(νF) ⊂ X(M)
satisfies
∇X(Y ) = [XF , Y ]ν +∇LCXν (Y )ν , (21)
where, for a vector fieldZ, Z = ZF+Zν is the decomposition ofZ into leafwise and normal components
determined by the Riemannian metric, and where ∇LC denotes the Levi-Civita connection. That is, ∇
is the Bott-Levi-Civita connection of Equation (11).
Proof. It suffices to show the result in a single chart Uα, wherein i∗ is given by dfα. Expand Y = Y ieαi
in the frame ~eα and fix x ∈ Uα. For XF , let FlXF denote its flow and compute
dfα([XF , Y ]ν)(x) =dfα([XF , Y
ieαi ])(x) = XF (Y
































































i (x) + Y
i(x)∇̃XFe
α
i (x) = ∇̃XF i∗(Y )(x),
where the third line follows by invariance of fα under leafwise flows, the fourth is a consequence of
the fact that D(ϕxα)
−1
fα(x)
is the identity matrix, and the fifth again follows from invariance of fα under
leafwise flows.
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defined for ~x near zero in Rn. Then by Proposition 2.3, the local connection form of the Levi-Civita






so that (∇LCXν ~e






















Note that (fα ◦uxα)−1 ◦ fα postcomposes with uxα to give the identity map on an open neighbourhood of
zero in Rq, and is the unique smooth function from some neighbourhood V of x to Rq which is constant
along leaves that has this property. Since uxα|Rq ×{~0Rn−q} = u
x
α, we have that
(fα ◦ uxα) ◦ fα|range(uxα) = projRq ◦u
x
α|range(uxα). (22)
Equation (22) implies that the derivatives at x of the maps ψ,ψ : V → GL(q,R) defined by
ψ(y) := D
(
(fα ◦ uxα)−1 ◦ fα
)
y






























Recall now from Proposition/Definition 2.6 that a Riemannian metric g on a regular foliation (M,F)
determines a characteristic homomorphism λg : WOq → Ω∗(M) defined in terms of the Bott-Levi-
Civita connection associated to g. By Proposition 4.6, locally the connection form of this connection
is equal to (σgα)∗δ(ω), where ω is the tautological 1-form. Using Proposition 4.3 therefore, we have
obtained a new, de Rham-theoretic proof of Bott’s result that the Chern-Weil characteristic map recovers
the characteristic classes coming from BΓq.
Theorem 4.7 (Chern-Weil characteristic map for regular foliations). Let g be a Riemannian metric
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on M , and let λg be the Chern-Weil characteristic map associated to the Bott-Levi-Civita connection














5 Chern-Weil for singular foliations
In this section we will extend the ideas developed earlier in the paper to singular foliations. In particular,
we will give Chern-Weil and Gel’fand-Fuks characteristic maps defined in terms of Riemannian metrics.
As an application we will generalise the Godbillon-Vey algorithm to the singular setting.
5.1 Adapted metrics and characteristic maps
For the entirety of this subsection let us denote by (M,F) a codimension q singular foliation (Definition
1.2), associated to some fixed smooth map h : M → BΓq. We will continue to abuse notation in
denoting by h : Ǔ → Γq the associated Haefliger cocycle, over the cover U = {Uα} with Haefliger
charts fα : Uα → Rq (which are not necessarily submersions), and transition functions hαβ : Uα∩Uβ →
Γq. The singular locus of M will be denoted Σ. Letting M̃ := M − Σ, the regular subfoliation (M̃,F)
has normal bundle νF := TM̃/TF .
The application of the methods of the previous section to singular foliations runs into problems
immediately, in that the transverse frame bundles are only defined for the regular subfoliation of a
singular foliation. Moreover, any attempt to extend the frame bundles over the singular locus is going to
face the problem that the map of Proposition 4.3 cannot then be used to identify hypothetical frames over
the singular locus with frames for Rq due to critical points in the first integrals defining the foliation.
Our solution is to consider Riemannian metrics on the regular subfoliation M̃ , as the map i :
Fr(M̃/F) → Fr∞(h|M̃ ) of Proposition 4.3 is there still an isomorphism, and one can ask for metrics
on M̃ whose associated sections M̃ → Fr∞(h|M̃ )/O(q) extend to smooth sections of Fr∞(h)/O(q).
Let πk,∞ denote the projection from∞-jets onto k-jets.
Definition 5.1. Let k ≥ 1. We say that a Riemannian metric g on M̃ is k-adapted if πk,∞ ◦ i ◦ σg :
M̃ → Frk(h|M̃ )/O(q) extends to a section of Frk(h)/O(q) → M . A metric is said to be adapted if it
is k-adapted for all k ≥ 1.
That a Riemannian metric be adapted is a rather strong requirement. As we will show in the fol-
lowing discussion, adaptedness of a metric requires that the metric vanishes towards singularities in a
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manner comparable with the derivatives of Haefliger chart maps. It turns out that while it is easy to
construct 1-adapted metrics, to show that such metrics are also adapted to higher frames we have found
it necessary to assume that singularities are not too “big”.
Theorem 5.2. Let {λα} be a partition of unity subordinate to the Haefliger cocycle, and define a Eu-




λαdfα(v) · dfα(w), [v], [w] ∈ νF = TM̃/TF ,
where · denotes the dot product on Rq. Let g be any Riemannian metric on M̃ for which the induced
metric on νF , identified with the orthogonal complement of TF in TM̃ , coincides with gνλ. Then g is
1-adapted. If moreover for each connected component Σi of Σ there exists a unique Haefliger chart
fα : Uα → Rq such that Σi ∩ Uα 6= ∅, then g is adapted.
Proof. To show that g is 1-adapted, it suffices to show that in the domain Uα of a single Haefliger chart
fα, we can find a g-orthonormal frame field ~eα over the regular submanifold Ũα with the property that
the map y 7→ (dfα)y(~eα(y)) on Ũα extends to a smooth map Uα → GL(q,R). For x ∈ Σ, we can find
an open neighbourhood V of x inM with the property that only finitely many of the other chart domains










(Dhxβα)fα(y), y ∈ V
then defines a smooth field of positive-definite, symmetric q × q matrices over V , for which we have
gy(v, w) = (dfα)y(v)
T Sx(y)
TSx(y) (dfα)y(w), y ∈ Ũα, v, w ∈ νFy
by the cocycle property fβ = hxβα ◦ fα on V . Letting ~eα be the unique orthonormal 1-frame field for
νF over Ũα defined by the equation
Sx(y)(dfα)y(~e
α(y)) = idGL(q,R), y ∈ Ũα,
we see that the field dfα(~eα) over Ũα extends smoothly and uniquely to the field S−1x over all of Uα.
Therefore g is 1-adapted.
Let us now assume that each connected component of the singular locus Σ lies in the domain of
one and only one Haefliger chart. We must show that g is adapted. We may assume without loss of
generality that Σ consists of a single connected component, contained as a subset of one and only one
Haefliger chart domain Uα. Thus in some open neighbourhood U of Σ, the restriction of g to the normal
bundle is given simply by
gy(v, w) = dfα(v) · dfα(w), y ∈ U −Σ, v, w ∈ νFy . (23)
Therefore for y ∈ U −Σ, one has Sx(y) equal to the identity matrix. Thus for any y ∈ U −Σ, there exists
an open neighbourhoodN y of~0 in Rq for which the restriction of fα to the exponentiated neighbourhood
expg(N y) := {expgy(~s · ~eα) : ~s ∈ N y}
23
defines an isometry onto its image in Euclidean space equipped with the ordinary Euclidean metric gEuc.
Since by Equation (23) we have that the field Sx of matrices over U is everywhere equal to the q × q
identity matrix, we also have dfα(~eα(y)) equal to the q × q identity matrix for all y ∈ U −Σ, and
therefore
fα ◦ expgy(~s · ~eα(y)) = exp
gEuc
fα(y)
(~s · dfα(~eα(y))) = expg
Euc
fα(y)
(~s) = fα(x) + ~s
for all y ∈ U −Σ and ~s ∈ N y. It is then clear that the field y 7→ (ι◦σg)(x) = j∞~0
(
fα ◦ expgy(~s ·~eα(y))
)
of∞-jets exends smoothly over Σ, so that g is adapted as claimed.
It is possible that Theorem 5.2 can be extended to more general singular foliations using different
techniques. It is worth remarking, however, that Theorem 5.2 already admits a large variety of examples,
including all singular foliations with isolated singularities, but as well singularities supported on much
larger sets, see Figure 1.
(a) The graph of an adapted 1-frame for f =
(x2(x− 1)(x+ 1) + y2)2.
(b) The graph of an adapted 1-frame for f =
(x2 − y3)2.
Figure 1: The graphs of adapted 1-frames for two single-chart Haefliger foliations of R2. The z axis
corresponds to the fibre of the transverse 1-frame bundle over the regular subfoliation (which does not
exist over the singular locus), trivialised by the standard Euclidean metric. In both examples, higher
order adapted frames would exhibit similar blowup behaviour. Produced with Wolfram Cloud.
Having established that there exist many singular foliations which admit adapted metrics on their
regular submanifolds, let us now describe the resulting Chern-Weil theory. First, we have the following
consequence of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 5.3 (Gel’fand-Fuks homomorphism for singular foliations). Any adapted metric g on M̃ de-




whose descent λ∞g : H









Next, we give a characteristic map of Chern-Weil type for singular foliations whose regular sub-
manifolds admit adapted metrics. Suppose that g is an adapted metric on M̃ . Let ∇ be the associated
Bott-Levi-Civita connection (Equation (11)) defined on the normal bundle νF → M̃ of the regular sub-
manifold. Then by Proposition 4.6, for any domain Uα of a Haefliger chart associated to (M,F), the
local connection form δ(ωα) ∈ Ω1(Ũα; gl(q,R)) of ∇ with respect to the local orthonormal frame field








By Equation (19), the function dfα(~eα) : Ũα → GL(q,R) extends to a smooth function Uα →
GL(q,R), while by hypothesis the field Ũα 3 x 7→ j∞~0 (fα ◦ u
x
α) ∈ Fr∞(Rq) of∞-jets of Rq-frames
extends smoothly to a section Uα → f∗α Fr∞(Rq). Therefore δ(ωα) extends to a smooth gl(q,R)-valued
form (which we shall also denote by δ(ωα)) on all of Uα.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that g is an adapted metric on M̃ . Let ∇ be the Bott-Levi-Civita connection on
νF → M̃ defined by g, δ(ωα) ∈ Ω1(Uα; gl(q,R)) the local connection forms associated to∇ expressed
in the local frame fields ~eα over Uα defined by Equation (19), and ∆(ωα) their curvature forms, with
δ(ωα) = δ(ωα)s + δ(ωα)o and ∆(ωα) = ∆(ωα)s + ∆(ωα)o their decompositions into symmetric and
antisymmetric components respectively. Then the local forms
λg(ci)α := Tr(∆(ωα)




δ(ωα)s(t∆(ωα)s + ∆(ωα)o + (t
2 − 1)δ(ωα)∧2s )∧(i−1)dt
)
, i odd, ≤ q
patch together to give global forms λg(ci) and λg(hi) on M , giving a homomorphism λg : WOq →















Remark 5.5. As is well-known [29, Section 3.4.2], there exists a tautological gl(q,R)-valued 1-form θ


















which may also be used to define the characteristic classes of foliations and which appears to lighten the
hypotheses necessary to obtain a Chern-Weil homomorphism for singular foliations.
More precisely, for a singular foliation (M,F) of codimension q, with associated Haefliger cocycle
h : Ǔ → Γq, if M̃ admits a 2-adapted Riemannian metric g, with associated sections σg : M̃ →





which, by similar arguments to those of Subsection 3, using 2-frames in the place of∞-frames, encodes
the characteristic classes of M arising from the classifying map h : M → BΓq. If g is moreover










commutes. Here σ̃g is defined by projecting to 1-frames and using the Riemannian exponential.
It is conceivable that 2-adapted metrics are in much more plentiful supply for singular foliations
than are∞-adapted metrics, however we have not been able to verify this. If this turns out to be true,
it would say that the Gel’fand-Fuks approach (i.e. using ∞-frames) to the geometric construction of
characteristic classes from Riemannian metrics is, in the singular setting, strictly less robust than the
Chern-Weil approach using only 2-frames.
5.2 A singular Godbillon-Vey algorithm
The classical Godbillon-Vey algorithm for a regular, transversely orientable foliation (M,F) of codi-
mension 1 proceeds by choosing a nonvanishing 1-form ω defining F . Then by the classical Frobenius
theorem, there exists a 1-form η such that
dω = η ∧ ω.
The 3-form η ∧ d η is closed, and its class in de Rham cohomology, which is independent of the choices
of η and ω, is the Godbillon-Vey class of the foliation. This algorithm is a key tool in the constructions
of Roussarie [17] and Thurston [35] of foliations with nonvanishing Godbillon-Vey invariant.
In the recent paper [26], an attempt is made to employ the Godbillon-Vey algorithm in the context of
codimension 1 singular foliations in an application to fluid mechanics. However its use in this context
appears to be incorrect. For instance, if a 1-form ω is singular in that is allowed to have zeroes, then
it is no longer true that the identity ω ∧ dω = 0 suffices to guarantee integrability in the sense that ω
is locally of the form f dg for some functions f and g [27]. More generally, integrability of singular
q-forms is an extremely subtle problem [28], and the relationship between integrable singular q-forms
and codimension q Haefliger structures (and therefore to characteristic classes) is far from clear. Thus
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a generalisation of the Godbillon-Vey algorithm to the singular setting is timely and, up until now, has
been unclear.
In the next and final theorem, we show how our results from the previous subsection can be used to
generalise the Godbillon-Vey algorithm to the singular setting. We will say that a singular foliation is
transversely orientable if its regular subfoliation is transversely orientable.
Theorem 5.6 (Singular Godbillon-Vey algorithm). Let (M,F) be a transversely orientable singular
foliation of codimension q, and suppose that g is an adapted Riemannian metric on M̃ . Then there is a
singular q-form ω on M for which:
1. ω|M̃ is nonvanishing and defines the regular subfoliation,
2. dω = η ∧ ω for some smooth 1-form η on M , and
3. (−1)q+1 η ∧ (d η)q ∈ Ω2q+1(M) is a closed form representing the Godbillon-Vey class of the
foliation.
To prove this theorem we require a simple lemma (originally appearing in the first author’s PhD
thesis [25] - we have been otherwise unable to locate it in the literature). Let (M,F) be a regular
foliation, and regard the normal bundle νF as the orthogonal complement of TF using a Riemannian
metric g on M , with projection p : TM → νF . The torsion of a Bott connection∇ on νF is the tensor
T ∈ Γ∞(M ; T∗M ⊗ T∗M ⊗ νF) defined by
T (X,Y ) := ∇X(pY )−∇Y (pX)− p[X,Y ]
for allX,Y ∈ X(M). The connection∇ is said to be torsion-free if T (X,Y ) = 0 for allX,Y ∈ X(M).
It is easy to check that in particular the Bott-Levi-Civita connection associated to the Riemannian metric
g is torsion-free. The next lemma then follows from a routine calculation (cf. [25, Proposition 2.5.3]).
Lemma 5.7. Let (M,F) be a regular foliation, with normal bundle νF regarded as a subbundle of TM
using a Riemannian metric. Let ∇ be a torsion-free Bott connection on νF , and use the same notation
to denote the induced connections on the bundles Λk(νF)∗ and ΛkνF . Let Λ : Ω1(M) ⊗ Ω∗(M) →
Ω∗+1(M) denote the antisymmetrisation map. Then the composition Λ ◦ ∇ coincides with the exterior
derivative on the subspace Γ∞(M ; Λ∗(νF)∗) of Ω∗(M).
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Assume (M,F) to be defined by a fixed Haefliger cocycle (Uα, fα, hαβ), whose
restriction to the regular subfoliation has hxαβ all having derivatives with positive determinant. Choose
any nonvanishing q-form on M̃ defining the regular subfoliation, chosen to carry the same orientation
as this Haefliger cocycle, and rescale if necessary to a form ω whose pointwise norm, measured with
respect to the metric on ΛqT∗M̃ induced by g, is everywhere equal to 1. Since the metric g vanishes
towards Σ, its induced metric on the exterior powers of T∗M blows up towards Σ, so that ω being
norm 1 with respect to the metric on ΛqT∗M implies that ω extends by zero over Σ to a smooth form
ω ∈ Ωq(M). This proves item 1.
For item 2., we consider the Bott-Levi-Civita connection ∇ on νF defined by g. Use the same no-
tation to denote the induced connection on Λq(νF)∗. Since ω|M̃ is a nonvanishing section of Λ
q(νF)∗,
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it defines a global frame for this bundle over M̃ and therefore there exists a unique connection 1-form η
on M̃ for which∇ω = η ⊗ ω. By Lemma 5.7, we then have
dω = (Λ ◦ ∇)ω = η ∧ ω.
Thus to complete our proof of item 2. it remains only to show that η extends to a smooth 1-form on all
of M .
It suffices to work in a Haefliger chart (Uα, fα) for the foliation. Since g is adapted, there exists a
unique positive-definite, symmetric q × q-matrix-valued function Sα on Uα such that
gx(v, w) = (dfα)x(v)
TSα(x)
TSα(x)(dfα)x(w)




for all x ∈ Ũα. By orthonormality, the pointwise norm of eα1 ∧ · · · ∧ eαq is equal to 1 on Ũα, and since
the orientation of ~eα is induced by fα, eα1 ∧ · · · ∧ eαq is therefore the dual of ω; hence
ω(eα1 ∧ · · · ∧ eαq ) = 1
on all of Ũα.
For X1, . . . , Xq ∈ Γ∞(Ũα; νF), write Xi = Xji eαj , and let δ(ωα) be the connection 1-form associ-
ated to∇ expressed in the frame field ~eα. Since g is adapted, the δ(ωα) extend to smooth forms over all
of Uα. Letting X denote the matrix of the Xij , we observe that
∇(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xq) = ∇
(




d det(X) + det(X) tr(δ(ωα))
)
⊗ eα1 ∧ · · · ∧ eαq ,
so that
(∇ω)(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xq) = d(ω(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xq))− ω
(
∇(X1, . . . , Xq)
)
= d det(X)− d det(X)− det(X) tr(δ(ωα))
=− tr(δ(ωα))⊗ ω(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xq),
yielding η = − tr(δ(ωα)). It follows that η extends to a smooth form on all of M , proving item 2.
For the final item, recall that the Godbillon-Vey class is represented in WOq by h1c
q
1. By Theorem
5.4 then, together with the previous calculation of η,
(−1)q+1 η ∧ (d η)q = λg(h1cq1)
represents the Godbillon-Vey class of (M,F).
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